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DECISIONandDETERMINATION OF UNITOn October 27, 1972, Local 1199, Drug and Hospital Union, AFL-CIO, hereinafter the Union, filed with theConnecticut State Board of Labor Relations, hereinafter the Board, a petition alleging that a question orcontroversy had arisen concerning the representation of employees of Yale New Haven Hospital,hereinafter the Hospital, in a bargaining unit consisting in “Dietary Department, including cafeteriaworkers, clerks, tray line workers, dish room and main kitchen workers,” and requesting that, pursuantto Section 31-106 of the Connecticut State Labor Relations Act, hereinafter the Act, the Board investigatesuch controversy and certify to the parties the name of the representative that has been designated orselected by said parties.Hearings were held by the Board upon said petition at the Yale Law School, New Haven, Connecticut, onDecember 4 and 5, 1972, at which both parties appeared and were represented by counsel. Fullopportunity was given to adduce evidence, examine. and cross-examine witnesses, and make argument.Both parties filed written briefs which were received by the Board on January 16 and 17, 1973. TheBoard, having deliberated and decided the issues upon the petition, issued its direction of election onFebruary 9, 1973. The Board hereby issues its formal statement setting forth its findings of fact,conclusions of law, and discussion.



Findings of Fact1. The Yale New Haven Hospital is a private non-prof it hospital and an Employer within the meaningof the Act. Section 31-101 (7).2. The Union is a labor organization within the meaning of the Act. Section 31-101(9).3. The Hospital provides in-patient services at its Memorial and New Haven units in New Haven.These units are housed in separate buildings and separated from each other by some littledistance and a public street. They are, however, connected underground by a tunnel. The mainkitchen is in the Memorial unit and there is a cafeteria in each of the units for staff and visitors.4. The general services of the Hospital are provided by employees assigned to nine departments:dietary department; building services department; respiratory therapy department; pharmacyand central sterile supply department; purchasing, receiving, stores and materials managementdepartment; security service department; patient support services department; department ofengineering, and nursing department.5. All of these departments except nursing fall within the general responsibility of an associatedirector, William T. Newell, Jr.6. Each of these departments has its own separate supervisory staff. That of the dietary departmentconsists in a director, four assistant chief dietitians, a number of food service supervisors, andsupervisory dieticians.7. These supervisors are excluded from the unit by stipulation of the parties.8. The employees in the dietary department wear a distinctive uniform (yellow for female personnel,white or yellow for male personnel). The employees of some other departments also wearuniforms, in each case distinctive and different from that of other departments.9. The dietary department is divided into four subdivisions: personnel food (cafeterias); mainkitchen; central tray services; clinical nutrition and teaching. The principal function of allemployees in the dietary department is to produce food (for patients, staff, and visitors) and eachof them is principally engaged in contributing to the performance of that function.10. No other employee in the Hospital has as his principal function the production of food.11. All the employees of the dietary department are subject to supervision by supervisors of thatdepartment and not to the supervision of any other department, except in the limited sensedescribed in paragraphs 12 and 13, infra.12. When dietary employees are in areas devoted directly to patient care they are subject to thedirections of the head nurse to the extent that such directions are necessary or proper to promotepatient care, (e.g., not to wake a patient for a meal). The same is also true of employees of anyother department.13. All male service employees including those in the dietary department are members of the firebrigade and as such come uuder the supervision of fire officials of the Hospital or the City in thecase of a fire emergency in the Hospital premises.



14. Supervisors of the dietary department do not exercise supervision over employees in any otherdepartment except that in the kitchen other employees may be subject to the directions of chefs,etc.15. Employees of other departments are not allowed to go into the kitchen under ordinarycircumstances wile food is being prepared.16. The basic function of food production is not shared by dietary employees with others, but someperipheral functions are.(a) … (illegible) transported from the receiving dock to the … (illegible) peripheralsmanagement personnel and dietary personnel. When this function is performed by theformer, their part in it stops at the kitchen door where it is taken over by dietaryemployees.(b) All transportation through the tunnel (see paragraph 3, supra) is performed by electrictrucks operated by materials management employees. This includes food destined for thecafeteria in the New Haven unit, which is taken by dietary personnel to the door of thekitchen and put on carts and picked up by dietary personnel in the New Haven unit. Thecarts are pulled through the tunnel by materials management personnel.(c) Cleaning up functions are shared by dietary employees with others. The main kitchen andthe cafeterias are taken care of during their period of activity primarily by dietaryemployees. After that, heavy cleaning (floors, walls, etc.) is done by building serviceemployees. When the latter are at work there is a skeleton staff of dietary employees whoare present and to some extent share their function. Cleaning up in the various pantries,dispersed throughout the hospital, is shared by dietary and nursing personnel.(d) Nursing personnel prepare patients f or eating.(e) Employees of the engineering department repair equipment throughout the hospital,including those areas where dietary personnel work.(f) Removal of waste from areas devoted to the dietary function is shared to some extent.(g) Nursing personnel prepare patients for meals, and also pour juices, etc., for in-between-meals nourishment for patients.17. The cooking and food preparation is performed in the main kitchen by dietary personnel. The foodis then put on trays as ordered, in the central tray area, next to the kitchen, also by dietarypersonnel. Trays for patients in the Memorial unit are taken to them by dietary personnel. Traysfor patients in the New Haven unit are transported through the tunnel by materials managementpersonnel (see par. 16(b) supra), and picked up and delivered to patients by dietary personnel.Dietary personnel man the cafeterias (see par. 3 supra).18. The dietary employees assigned to the New Haven cafeteria seldom go to the kitchen and do nothave much contact with the dietary employees in the Memorial unit.19. Menus are written by dietary clerks who distribute them to the patients and pick them up. Thedietary clerks also take and deliver telephone messages with respect to food orders. They performno functions with respect to food preparation and do no manual work.



20. In addition to the kitchen and the cafeterias there are pantries dispersed throughout the hospitalcomplex, These were formerly manned by dietary employees and used for preparing patients'trays. They are no longer manned by dietary employees. Their former function is performed in thecentral tray area (see par. 17 supra) and the dietary personnel who perform this function havebeen transferred to the central tray area.21. Cafeteria dishes are washed in each cafeteria; patient dishes are washed in the main unit, all bydietary personnel.22. The employees of the dietary department publish from time to time a sheet called A La Carte,which contains items of news and information of interest primarily to dietary personnel as well asitems of more gengral interest. This publication is "strictly something for [the] benefit" of dietaryemployees. Its cost is borne by the Hospital.23. All service employees of the Hospital are assigned to a particular job grade, each grade beingassociated with a particular job or jobs, having a specified range of pay, based on length of time,length of service, and acceptability of performance, employees may have a different rate of paywithin the same grade. All employees are reviewed after 6 months on the job, on their firstanniversary, and annually thereafter. (T. 24-26, 171, 189-190).24. Policiies pertaining to holidays, vacations, life insurance, sick leave, and leaves of' absence areapplied equally to all service employees. (T. 26-28, Exhibit 3). Similarly, the hours of work andovertime benefits are the same for all service employees. (T. 31).25. The Hospital maintains a uniform grievance procedure that is applied equally to all serviceemployees.26. There is no interchange of job or work functions between dietary and any other department, Jobopenings for vacancies in any of the service departments are posted, and employees of anydepartment may bid for the job. The requesting department reviews all applicants for a job anddecides whether an applicant is to be hired as either a transfer or a promotion from within thedepartment. Preference is given in promotion to persons within the department.27. Through this process transfers from one department to another occur with some degree offrequency.28. The Hospital makes a distinction between employees assigned to work 20 hours or more a week,and those assigned to work less than 20 hours. The former share proportionately in fringebenefits, etc.; the latter do not.29. Many employees assigned to work less than 20 hours a week (e.g. students in school or college)actually work more than 20 hours on average during periods of school vacation, particularly thesummer. Conclusions of Law1. The purposes of the Act will best be served by designating a unit of all employees within theHospital’s dietary department with certain exclusions (including all exclusions agreed to by theparties).



2. Since the work of the clerical employees in the dietary department is entirely clerical they shouldbe excluded from the unit.3. No sufficient basis for departure from the Board's twenty hour rule is shown in this case; but, goodcause for computing the twenty hour average for a period which excludes the summer was shown.4. The purposes of the Act will best be served and the competing interests of the parties will best beaccommodated by departing from the earlier eligibility date usually designated for voters at theelection (viz. the date of filing the petition) and by designating instead thereof the last day of thehearing (viz. December 5, 1972). DiscussionThis is one more in a series of cases where a union seeks a bargaining unit defined by departmental orother lines, and a hospital seeks a broader bargaining unit -- in this case one including all service andmaintenance employees. These cases all present difficult problems of balancing competing interests.Hospitals have consistently sought wide units for legitimate and understandable reasons. Services in ahospital need to be and are coordinated; the performance of the various functions is interrelated with aview to the common end of patient care. Commonly, as in this case, employees in the broad unit have thesame pay scales, fringe benefits, and grievance procedure. Hospitals, like other employers will beinconvenienced and burdened f their employees are separately unionized in fragments, each of whichmust be bargained with separately. There will also be inconvenience and perhaps friction if some groupsof employees are unionized and others are not.In the present case the Hospital has made painstaking and heroic efforts to dramatize- these features andto submit evidence of a wealth of detail that has not always been offered in other cases. But the picturethat emerges is basically the same. It all adds up to a strong case in favor of the hospitals' consistentposition, that a hospital-wide unit of non-professional workers is an appropriate one. Indeed, in theabsence of countervailing considerations, we should probably hold it to be the most appropriate unit.The trouble with this argument and the reason why it has frequently failed to convince the Board, is thatthere often are countervailing considerations of varying degrees of strength in different situations, whichwe have sometimes found outweighed the hospitals’ legitimate interests, in view of the purpose of thestatute which we are bound to administer. The primary purpose of the Act is to assure to employees “theright of self-organization, to form, join or assist labor organizations, to bargain collectively, throughrepresentatives of their own choice and to engage in concerted activities for the purpose of collectivebargaining or other mutual aid or protection … ” Section 31-104. The right of employees to choosewhether they wish to be represented by a union for collective bargaining is central to the statutoryscheme. And the Board is bidden to designate an appropriate unit in each case “[in] order to secure toemployees the full benefit of this chapter … " Section 31-106(a). With this end in view "the board shalldecide in each case whether the appropr iate unit shall be an employer unit, craft unit, plant unit or anyother unit … ” with exceptions not here material (emphasis supplied).The practical implication of this statutory command will vary from one situation to another. In Town ofGreenwich, Case No. ME-1631, Dec. No. 800 (1968)*, for example, the question whether the cafeteriaworkers might have a representative for collective bargaining was not at stake. Most of the town's
* Cited in the Hospital’s brief, p. 26



employees were organized. The cafeteria workers originally had been put in one unit (represented by theTeamsters) and later petitioned in the alternative either that they be put in the other bargaining unit, orthat the certification of the Teamsters be withdrawn as to their group (which would have left it in effect,as a separate unit). In this context the employees’ right to have a representative of their choice was notimpaired by granting one of their alternative claims rather than the other. In that case then we held thatthe Town's interest in escaping the added burden of having to bargain with multiple units should prevailand that the cafeteria workers "would not be an appropriate separate bargaining unit."In other cases the problem presents very different considerations, and we have struck the balancedifferently. Where, for example, an employer's work force is not unionized but one group in that forcewants a union, then that desire is likely to be frustrated if the unit is made broad (e.g. plant wide). In sucha case both parties are usually aware of the consequences of a decision upon the size of the unit and thereal issue between union and employer is whether the union can be kept out altogether, or whether it canget its foot in the door. The employer is not, at least presently, faced with the burden of multiplebargaining, though he may indeed have a "house divided" and the possibility of multiple bargaining mayloom up as a future possibility.When unit size is to be determined in the context just described this Board has been concerned not onlywith the interests and claims of union and employer, but also and especially with the interests of theemployees in the group which the union seeks to represent. If this group is combined with others to makea broad unit, the group's desire is likely to be overridden by a majority of the larger unit; if it votes byitself, its own majority will make itself felt. Under the first solution, the unit determination does not"secure to employees [within the group] the full benefit of" the Act. Under the second solution it does doso.In the case where unit determination may spell the difference between thwarting altogether a group'sdesire for representation, and giving scope to that desire, we find that the clear language of the Actdirects us to give serious weight to this consideration. It does not allow that this consideration shouldalways prevail, though the statute itself does not explicitly provide any other criterion. We haveconsistently ruled that a bargaining unit must have objective characteristics that tend to produce a acommunity of interest such as common supervision, function, organizational structure, geographicallocation, and the like. Moreover, there must be, on an objective basis, some reason for drawing the linebetween such group and others. Where these objective tests indicate that there is sufficient community ofinterest within the group to make it an appropriate unit, then we believe that attainment of the primarylegislative purpose requires us to determine that such group should be designated as a bargaining unitunless this entails an undue burden on the employer.It will nearly always entail some burden. In many cases the very presence of the union is an unwantedburden from the employer's point of view; but this, of course, is one which the Act requires him to bearwhere its conditions are met. And, it will in most cases be more disruptive of the employer's way of doingthings and his natural desire for order and uniformity to have some of his employees unionized and somenot. But the Act clearly contemplates this possibility also. As we said in Manchester Memorial Hospital,Case No. E-1799, Dec. No. 883 (1969):The Employer makes much of common terms, and conditions ofemployment, but this boils down to nothing more than standardizationfor the convenience of the hospital. And the principles of collectivebargaining and free choice by employees contemplate that employeesshall have something to say about being pressed into a common mold forthe employer' s convenience.



The burden of having to bargain separately with many small units may indeed be a heavy one where itexists. But as we have said on several occasions it is not offered as a present possibility in the kind ofsituation we have here. No other group among the Hospital’s blue collar employees is unionized andthere is no indication that any other group wants a union. If the Union carries the election we shall direct,this will be the only unit for which the Hospital must bargain with a union. If at some later date othergroups among the service and maintenance employees are organized by different unions we shall feelfree to reexamine the appropriateness of the dietary unit. On such an occasion it may well be that theattainment of the primary purpose of the statute would no longer be frustrated by defining the unitbroadly in the way that the Hospital thinks is best from its point of view. As the Hospital suggests thismay conceivably cause some disruption through the unseating of an incumbent union (although the mostlikely prospect is that others will also turn to this Union). We recognize this as a disadvantage but in thisworld few if any solutions are perfect; most human dispensations will have disadvantages. And we do nothesitate to set against the hypothetical disadvantages suggested by the Hospital here, the greaterdisadvantage which would certainly flow from adopting the solution it proposes, namely the frustrationof the desire of the dietary employees to decide for themselves whether they want the Union to representthem.It remains to consider whether the dietary employees of the Hospital share a sufficient community ofinterest as measured by objective factors to warrant their treatment as a separate bargaining unit. Wefind this test is met for the following reasons, although some of the factors present in other cases arelacking here.(1) The organizational structure created by the Hospital makes them a separate departmentwith its own considerable supervisory structure. Dietary supervisors have no genuinesupervision over employees of other departments; and supervisors of other departmentshave no genuine supervision over dietary employees.The Hospital points out that the dietary department is only one of a group of ninedepartments performing service and maintenance functions all of which are under thesupervision of a single associate director, William T. Newell. We regard that filet as relevantbut not dispositive. Apparently the Hospital shares this view since it claims that theappropriate unit should include nursing aides who are not under Newell's supervision.The Hospital also urges that dietary employees are sometimes under the supervision ofnursing personnel and others but this contention is based on a misconception. Nurses havecontrol over patients and the areas devoted directly to patient care. Within those areas thehead nurse has a kind of sovereignty (just as a cook is king in the kitchen) and in exercising itshe may give directions to dietary or any other employee. This does not dilute the exclusivecharacter of the supervision within the dietary department so far as present purposes areconcerned. Still less significant is the fact that in a fire emergency all male service employees(including dietary) become members of a fire brigade under the immediate direction of theHospital security department of the city fire officials.(2) The employees in the dietary department are all engaged in a common function: theproduction of food. No other employees share this principal function to any marked degree.The Hospital has tried to emphasize the overlapping of function between dietary departmentand others, but the instances of this shown by the evidence impress us as insignificant andperipheral. In an integrated operation like a hospital or an industrial plant each basicfunction borders on others and there will always be overlap. Thus food must be broughtfrom suppliers to the Hospital; prepared food must be transported within the Hospital



compound; kitchen and serving areas must be cleaned; equipment must be repaired;patients must be prepared for their meals, and so on. The Hospital showed these things withmore detailed evidence than has been offered in other cases but these areas of overlap mustexist in all hospitals and where they do work must either be shared or allocated betweenemployees of different departments in very much the same way as it is at the Hospital. In thissense and to this extent there is sharing of common tasks. But all this does not alter the factthat the principal task of all dietary employees is to play a part in the production of food, andthat this is true of no other employees.(3) There is no interchange of the principal work responsibilities of dietary employees withthose of any other employees. To be sure a vacancy in any service or maintenancedepartment may be filled by qualified applicant from another such department and this kindof transfer is not infrequent (though preference in filling vacancies is given to employeesfrom the same department). As the New York State Board has said, however,Permanent transfers or promotions are not to be confused withinterchange of functions. In any industry, transfers orpromotions to or from a particular bargaining unit are notuncommon, and the possibility thereof manifestly is not a bar tothe establishment of an otherwise appropriate unit. Anyproblems which may arise can and should be resolved throughunderstanding and mature negotiations not the conferencetable. Hospital for Special Surgery, 27 N.Y.S.L.R.B. 100 (1964)quoted in 28th Ann. Analysis of Decisions p.16 (1964).(4) The employees of the dietary department wear uniforms distinctive from those of otherservice and maintenance employees.(5) Employees of the dietary department publish from time to time a sheet called A La Carte fortheir fellow employees in that department. This is concerned largely with items of interest todietary employees.(6) The nerve center of dietary operations is the kitchen in the Memorial Building basement.This produces food for patients throughout the Hospital complex and for two cafeterias, onein the Memorial, unit and the other in the New Haven unit. Dietary employees assigned to theNew Haven unit cafeteria on a permanent basis do not have very frequent contact withdietary employees in the Memorial unit. On the other hand dietary employees who wereformerly assigned to various pantries throughout the Hospital are now working together inthe cetral tray service whose functions are performed next to the kitchen.(7) Under ordinary circumstances employees from other service departments are not allowed inthe kitchen. Thus men from the materials management department who bring in food fromtile receiving dock leave it at the kitchen door; and when they transport prepared food fromone unit to the other through the tunnel, they collect it at the kitchen door. The kitchen flooris cleaned by building service employees and equipment is repaired by engineering, but thecleaning is regularly done at night when most dietary employees have left work. Cleaningthat needs to be done during the dietary employees' working day (e.g. spills) is done bydietary personnel.It is' true as the Hospital points out, that a few of the functions which we have noted and weighed in someother cases, are not present here. This Union, for example, commonly asserts its jurisdiction over



virtually all non-professional hospital employees and does not have the trade-union tradition of theunion involved in Manchester Memorial Hospital, supra. Again, the present unit includes a handful ofemployees who work at a place geographically remote from the dietary nerve center and who may haverelatively little contact with their departmental colleagues. We have considered these differences but findthat even after their subtraction enough objective factors remain to supply that community of interestwhich warrants designation of a unit that will give maximum scope to the desires of the employees andso contribute most toward attaining the central purposes of the Act. See Manchester Memorial Hospital,Case No. E-2068, Dec. No. 901 (1971) in which the Board determined the dietary department to be anappropriate unit upon the petition of Local 1199, the petitioner here. This ruling was upheld on appeal bythe Superior Court. Manchester Memorial Hospital v. Conn. State Labor Rel. Bd., Tolland Co. No. 14536(Jan. 29, 1973).In its brief the Hospital lays great stress on the practices of this Union elsewhere and on decisions of theNew York State Labor Relations Board. The Union concededly has in many instances organized widehospital units consisting of all service (and generally of all service and maintenance) employees.Apparently this is its prevailing pattern of organization and we recognize this fact as relevant in decidingwhether a unit should be designated as appropriate. But its weight can be easily overemphasized.Patterns of union organization and the extent of organization in the case at bar bear mainly on anevaluation of the union's interest in how a unit should be defined. But we believe the Act stresses theinterests and desires of the employees themselves and subordinates to that primary interest thecompeting interests of both union and employer. It is true that in this particular case the interests of theemployees in defining the unit coincide largely with that of the Union; but that has not always been thecase and where it is not we have protected the interest of the employees from being overridden by theinterests of the union just as we here (as we believe) protect them from subordination to the Hospital'sinterests. See, e.g. Town of Manchester Case No. ME-1744 , Dec. No. 873 (1969).The Hospital has also urged upon us the decisions of the New York State Board which are said to favor itsposition. We have read the one case specifically cited and many others as well as all the annual analysesof decisions between1963 (when private hospitals were put under the board's jurisdiction) and 1970(the last in the Yale Law School Library). None of these sources deals cleanly with the problem presentedhere in a similar context (i.e. where a union seeks a department-wide unit in an otherwise unorganizedhospital). University Hospital of New York Medical Center, 31 NYSLRB 373 (1968) (cited in Hosp. Br. p.28) arose in an entirely different context. In most of the cases the union sought a service andmaintenance unit and the disputes were over peripheral positions, or over the Hospital's claim for a stillbroader unit. In a few of the cases the union sought a separate unit of skilled employees in themaintenance department and its petition was granted over hospital objection. See e.g. Thirtieth Ann.Anal. of Decisions (NYSLRB) 8-12 (1966); Thirty-First id. 9-12 (1967).It is fair to conclude, however, that the New York Board would probably come to a conclusion differentfrom ours and more like that urged by the Hospital. If that is so the difference cannot be attributed to anydifference in statutory language for the analogous provision of the New York Labor Law is cast inlanguage virtually identical with that of Section 31-106(a), of the Act. N. Y. Labor Law § 705(2). Thedifference would seem to stem, rather from a difference in emphasis placed by the two boards on thefactors to be considered. The New York Board does not apparently place the same paramount importancethat we do on designating a unit that will give maximum scope to the desires of employees, although itdoes give some consideration to this factor. See Twenty-Seventh Ann. Analysis of Decisions (NYSLRB 7, 8(1963).



We entertain a deep respect for the decisions and opinions of our sister board, but each of us has the dutyto exercise our own independent discretion. Cf Manchester memorial Hospital v. Conn. State Bd. of LaborRel. supra*, with Long island College Hospital v. Catherwood, 23 N.Y. 2d 20, 34 (1968)**. And differentboards, each conscientiously exercising its own independent judgment are bound to have somedifferences of opinion. We have reconsidered our own former decisions, which at least favor the Union’sposition here, and conclude that we should adhere to them.IIThe clerical employees of the dietary department write out menus (not by typing), distribute them topatients, and collect them and take telephone calls to correct orders. They perform no other function infood preparation. They are not trained typists and do no typewriting, a fact which the Union stresses. Buta majority of us view their function as purely clerical. It was not so very long ago that the clerical functionwas largely performed by handwriting. The coming of the typewriter has changed that but it has nottaken away from handwriting its clerical character. Nor do we regard the distribution and collection ofmenus as manual work contributing to food production. It is, rather, simply an adjunct to the clericalwork, as where secretaries deliver and collect the letters they write.If then the role of these employees is purely clerical, the question is whether they should be included inan otherwise department-wide unit. The Union has on two occasions claimed that they should not be soincluded and we have agreed with their claim. St. Raphael Hospital, Case No. E-2364, Dec. No. 1094-A(1973); Mt. Sinai Hospital, Case No. 8-2039, Dec. No. 997 (1971) We believe that consistency requires thesame ruling here though the union takes a different position. In coming to this conclusion we aresupported by the consistent ruling of the New York board. Wyckoff Heights Hospital 28 NYSLRB 321(1965); Rochester St. Mary’s Hospital, 29 id. 209 (1966). See Thirtieth Ann.  Analysis of Dec. of Dec.13(NYSLRB 1966) ("In prior decisions we have excluded stock clerks and general clerks who work inmaintenance departments, from skilled maintenance units. If their duties were primarily clerical, we havealso excluded them from service units, but if their duties were primarily manual, we have included themwith the service employees.") IIIThe· so-called twenty-hour rule was a creation of this Board. Norwich Cab Co., Case No. E-720, Dec. No.366 (1955). It has been defined by a long course of decisions and has received the approval of thelegislature Gen. Stat. § 7-467(2).The twenty hours have consistently been measured by the averagenumber of hours actually worked over a thirteen week period (with allowance made for employees witha shorter period of employment, for employees out on sick leave, vacation, etc.) The thirteen week periodusually taken is that next before the filing of the petition, but on this point there has been eligibility, andother thirteen week periods are designated where the usual one is shown to be inappropriate.The Hospital urges us to depart from our usual practice in two respects: It asks us to depart from thesubstance of our rule by taking as the test the employee's assignment or schedule for work rather thantime actually worked. And it seeks to avoid inclusion of the summer months from the thirteen weekperiod (if that is to be used to compute time actually worked) since the summer months would distort thepicture because student employees who regularly work less than twenty hours often work longer hours
* “The board has a wide discretion in the selection of the appropriate bargaining unit and its decision is conclusive unlessit is arbirtrary or capricious.”
** “[B]ecause of the complexity and difficulty of the problem of designating the appropriate unit the power to make thedecision has been delegated exclusively to the expert judgment of the board, which has wide discretion in making thedetermination.”



during the summer vacation on a temporary basis. We decline to modify the substance of the rule, butinvoke its flexibility to exclude the summer months.IVBefore any of the present members of the Board were appointed to it, the rule was adopted that eligibilityto vote in an election would depend upon being on the Employer's payroll on both of two dates, the dateof filing the petition and the date of the election. The earlier date was chosen in order to protect the unionfrom an employer's opportunity to "load" the unit with employees who did not want a union. Thisprophylactic measure was originally borrowed from the practice of the National Labor Relations Boardand has become part of the traditional practice in administering elections for representatives. The rule isnot a hard and fast one and it has been applied with flexibility where the strict application would workhardship or distortion, e.g. where the interval between petition and election has been inordinately long.In the present case the Board suggested at the hearing that the day of hearing (December 5, 1972) betaken as the terminal date for measuring the thirteen-week period (See III, supra) and as the earlier datefor determining eligibility. The Union made no objection to this suggestion but the Hospital took noposition, and now urges us to designate the date of the decision as the earlier date (Hosp. br. 32, 33).'We are willing to use the flexibility inherent in the rule to the extent we suggested at the hearing. Thismeans that the earlier date for determining eligibility will be December 5, 1972. We find, however, thatthere is no reason for going as far as the Hospital now suggests. It may well be that this Hospital wouldnot take advantage of the opportunity to manipulate the electoral body. The same must certainly be trueof many employers in private industry. Nothing in our experience leads us to expect a different or higherrange of conduct on the part of hospitals than on the part of employers in business and industry generallywhen it comes to labor relations matters. And we believe that designating two dates for eligibility issound prophylaxis where it is needed and serves the further purpose of giving unions and employers thefeeling that they are being dealt with fairly and being protected against some of their fears.To be sure the two date rule will render ineligible some employees who have been hired since the earlierdate, but if the interval is not long, we believe this disadvantage is outweighed by the advantages of thetraditional rule and all the tangible and intangible advantages to be gained by consistency of decision.Even the Hospital's proposal includes designation of two dates, and therefore the possibility ofdisfranchising persons hired after the earlier one. The only difference is one of degree and we think thedate we have designated provides reasonable accommodation to the competing claims and interests inthis case.
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DISSENTING OPINIONI signed the Board order for an election of the non-supervisory employees at Yale New Haven Hospital inorder not to delay the election since I realized at that time my decision on the clerical clerks would be aminority one and therefore would not carry.The decision as signed by my colleagues is my decision also with the exception of the exclusion of thedietary clerks. I would include them in the unit.When the Board found that a departmental unit of non-supervisory personnel in the dietary departmentsought by the union rather than the broader unit sought by the hospital (all service and maintenanceemployees) was an appropriate unit, I feel that the departmental unit should include the diet clerks.We can argue about the meaning of clerical worker, but when one considers the intent of the Act and theresponsibility of the Board to define an appropriate unit which has a community of interest; whichconsiders the rights of the employees to be represented by a union of their own choosing; and which doesnot unduly hamstring management, I feel that to exclude these dietary clerks would not be in the bestinterest of sound employee-employer relations and would not fulfill the purposes of the Act. Theseemployees have no place to go. This small percentage of employees in the department would be in limbo.There is no other blue collar unit now established in the hospital, not is there a clerical group. If thehospital ever faces what is considered a problem with overlapping clerical units, it is free to petition theBoard for a redetermination of the appropriate unit.To me, these dietary clerks are an integral part of the dietary department unit and have no contact orcommunity of interest with the other clerical workers in the hospital. The position has been in existenceonly since May, 1972. All of the present employees were promoted from diet aides. The principal functionof the dietary department is to produce food for patients primarily (as well as staff and visitors). Eachemployee in the dietary department is contributing to the performance of that function. This includes thedietary clerks.All the employees in the dietary department are subject to supervision by supervisors of that department.This is true of the dietary clerks. They are not supervised by anyone outside the department.These dietary clerks wear the same uniform as the other workers in the dietary department – yellowuniforms. Different color uniforms are assigned to different job duties.These dietary clerks work within the area of the dietary department. They do not report to any otherdepartment or receive instructions from any other department.These dietary clerks head menus on Kardex prepared by dietitians; distribute them to patients and pickthem up. They also take call backs on food orders and deliver these orders to food service line. No typingskills are necessary for this position. Mrs. Devaney, Assistant Chief Dietician, is supervisor of all dietaryclerks.The dietary department has its own publication for dietary personnel called “A La Carte."The handling of personnel and establishment of departmental lines differs greatly in the hospital casesthe Board has heard. There has been no similar testimony heard by the Board. I feel strongly that tofragment this Dietary Department by excluding the dietary clerks who wish to be included in the unit,whose position is an integral part of the essential purpose of the dietary department; namely providingfood to patients; whose working relationship with employees is entirely limited to the dietary



department, would create a bar and a hindrance to sound employee-employer relations. Excluding theseemployees would not fulfill the purposes of the Act.
By: s/ Dorothy Kane McCaffery

Member


